Quick Reference Guide to assist you in choosing a Replacement Bell Mount

When selecting Mounts for new applications, it is critical to select a Mount that achieves the desired level of
isolation within the dimensional constraints appertaining to the application.
In these instances, our team at Fibet UK are more than happy to support you in choosing the right product to
satisfy your requirements.
However, there are occasions where you may already have a mount on your application that is in need of
replacement.
Under these circumstances, Fibet appreciates that as we have such a large and extensive range, it is at
times difficult to find a Mount that will be the closest to the Mounts you're replacing.
As such, we have created this quick reference table to guide you towards our recommended solution based
on a small number of key factors.
Please note that whilst this table will guide you to a solution based on only 3 key factors, please refer to
respective Data Sheet to ensure that all the other dimensions and load characteristics of the Mount are
suitable for your application.
In addition, if the application is currently exhibiting vibration issues, is subject to any harsh
environmental conditions, or if you have any further questions - please do not hesitate to contact us.

Stage 1 - Load Per Mount
Calculate the static load that your application will apply onto each Mount.
Refer to the "Optimum Load" value to select the mount that is closest to this load.
Please note that "Optimum Load" equates to approx. 60% of the Mounts
normal working field. This allows the Mount to function during overload or
abuse conditions (i.e. start/stop etc.)
Please note that in the majority of instances, the Mount chosen from this table
will provide an isolation level of between 60 - 99.5%.
However, this is dependant on the frequency of the application, so if it is below
16.7Hz (1,000RPM), please contact Fibet for a more accurate Mount selection.

Stage 2 - Baseplate Securing Hole Centres
Measure the securing hole centres for the Base Plate. Refer to the "Securing Hole
Centres" column for the Mounts alongside the "Optimum Load" you need.

Stage 3 - Centre Securing Hole
Decide which thread you need for the Centre Securing Hole.
Refer to the "Centre Hole" column for the Mounts alongside the
"Optimum Load" you need.
Refer to the respective Data Sheet to confirm that all other dimensions
are inline with your requirements.
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